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The Customs Control Office of Guangzhou City (China) declared that 2000 
bearings, which were announced under the trade mark Timken are seized recently. 
The office interfered because of irregularities in the export declarations and doubts 
about the authenticity of the bearings. After inspection, violation of intellectual 
property was confirmed. The Information about the counterfeit bearings was 
reported to the legal brand owner Timken.

China Customs Administration launched a consultation and training program 
supported with manuals created together with brand owners; which will allow 
the Chinese customs officials prevent the export of counterfeit bearings and other 
counterfeit products.

Guangzhou is one of the largest cities, industrial centers and logistics hubs in 
China. In 2015, through the urban cargo port it has been exporting more than 500 
million tons of cargo (5th place in the world and 4 in China), and through Baiyun 
Airport; 1,893,300 tons (19 in the world).

According to customs statistics for January-July 2016; the value of the exported goods was 165 billion USD; including products for the product 
group “bearings” for a value of 27.9 million USD.

To further enforce its market position and prepare itself for the challenges of the future, BUENAVENTURA GINER INC. has decided to join forces 
with IPH Group.

BUENAVENTURA GINER INC. is a leading technical distributor created in 1939 with today’s sales above € 30 million developed through 12 
sites in Spain. A constant growth has led the company to become one of the most important references in Spain in the business of Industrial 
Supplies. BUENAVENTURA GINER INC. has a broad range of products including roller bearings, power transmission and drive technology, 
pneumatics, hydraulics, sealing technology, lubrication technology, tools and services for maintenance. 

With sales of more than €1.1 billion, IPH is one of the most important technical distributor groups in Europe. Over the past 10 years, IPH has 
actively driven consolidation of the industry by adding a number of powerful European players. Today, IPH Group is present in Europe with 
many strong brands, notably ZITEC and KISTENPFENNIG in Germany, OREXAD in France, MINETTI in Italy and BIESHEUVEL TECHNIEK in the 
Netherlands. 

“This is the right step and the right time to now become part of a European entity with IPH Group, one of the leading companies in the industry 
in Europe,” explains Federico GINER, President of GRUPO GINER and son of the founder of BUENAVENTURA GINER Inc. “This will strengthen 
the development of BUENAVENTURA GINER Inc. As part of this process and in line with our long-term commitment to the industry and to 
BUENAVENTURA GINER Inc., the family remains deeply involved in the development of the company on the Spanish market.” 

Jose Ramon SURROCA, CEO of BUENAVENTURA GINER Inc. emphasizes: “The market is changing fast. The alliance with IPH will allow us 
to prepare ourselves better for the changes in the markets and continue on our dynamic growth path. Furthermore, it will give us greater 
flexibility in particular in the areas of 

Always at the forefront of technology, JESA again proves 
innovative thanks to the use of our new high-tech anti-
corrosion steel, Steenox. 

Steenox is a ground-breaking combination of a martensitic 
stainless steel and a special heat treatment. This technology 
increases the performance of the material, both in terms of 
fatigue- and corrosion-resistance. The new steel, Steenox, 
is the solution for use in bearings in a particularly corrosive 
environment where service life is critical. Compared to 
conventional stainless bearing steel, AISI 440C (DIN 1.4125), 
a salt-spray test demonstrated 15 to 20 times superior 
resistance to corrosion.
Steenox, the ideal solution for the specific 
needs of the food industry
In recent years, the demands in terms of speed, caustic 
cleaning agents or loads have increased steadily. Cam 
followers deteriorate in a short time due to heavy loads and 

a very aggressive environment (appearance of rust on stainless steel). The ideal solution to this problem? The use of Steenox, an extremely 
resistant stainless steel. 

This technology is currently used with a variety of bearings and has clearly shown its strengths for our customers in the food industry. Steenox 
has been used with custom-made bearings where increased resistance to corrosion is critical in an aggressive environment. 
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